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Martin Gallagher from Tyrone told me his 
mother said it was like a butterß y. It cried 
in the room at the wake. Someone let it out 
the window. It was a butterß y banshee.

P. Lysaght  The Banshee - The Irish 
Supernatural Death Messenger - page 111.

The Undertaker is a man with an obsession for money. He loves money more than people or life 
itself. As an undertaker, he makes his money from burying the people of the district, but he is also 
the local insurance agent, and so he makes money from his neighbours, living and dead.

He has �second sight�. The �Bean Sí� and the Spectre of Death appear to him. This is accepted as 
normal in the community. But what happens when the undertaker is personally visited by these 
supernatural apparitions? Can he accept it? He can try to cheat his fate, but he cannot escape it.

Activities

Find out about the Bean Sí and the people whose death she foretells, originally the families 
�whose names begin with an �O� or a �Mac�.

but there was a sad one among the glad fairies - the banshee - the little white woman who, in the 
middle of the night, on the eve of a family death, seated herself on the limb of a tree close by the 
home, and there, combing her long black locks, raised three heart-rending wails that sent a deadly 
shiver to the hearts of all within hearing, and apprised them that death was coming to claim 
another toll.

Seumas MacManus Yourself and the Neighbours

I saw the Banshee when oul� Boyle�s mother died. I wus comin� home in the dusk with a load of 
sods, an� the oul� grey horse an me mother with me. An� says she till me, �Some poor woman has 
lost her man or mebbe a son.�  An� the thing wore a shroud as if had come from a cofÞ n, an� its 
hair wus streamin� in the wind. We both saw it. An� me mother, she said a prayer or mebbe two. 
�That�s the Banshee,� says she.  Ay, it cried for many an oul� family here, an� some say it�s one 
that has gone before. Be that as it may, no human heart cud utter such grief, so, mind ye, I doubt 
it.

T.G.F.Paterson County Cracks (Co. Armagh) - (1945) page 75.

� Find out about traditions and customs connected with wakes and funerals.
� Imagine you are one of the brothers at the wake. Tell your story.
� Have you ever heard a noise at night that scared you? What do you think caused the noise?
� Find some other stories about misers.
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STORYTELLER

We often use the term �Ghost Story� to describe tales of the supernatural. But are these �Horror 
Stories�? The Þ lms in our series work most often in the mind of the characters and the audience, not 
on our senses, not frightening us by nasty scenes of blood and murder or by piercing screams and 
shrieks. But what about the tree-cutting scene in �The Thorn Tree�? If the maiden only appeared to 
Seán in his mind�s eye, did the way it was Þ lmed seem horriÞ c to you? Did you Þ nd the other stories 
frightening? If so, why or how were they frightening?

The �bean sí� and the spectre of death in �The Undertaker� are presented as realities. But does the 
Thorn Maiden appear to Seán in �The Thorn Tree�, or is she conjured up in his imagination from the 
stories he had been told as a child? The superstition or �pisreog� becomes real in his mind.
The priest in �The May Altar� is bafß ed by the reappearance of the ß owers. He tries to break with 
tradition, but, again, some �geis� or taboo in his subconscious preys upon his mind.
Is psychology the modern way to understand folklore?

KEYWORDS

NORTHERN IRELAND CURRICULUM

English
Attainment Target 1 Talking and Listening
Attainment Target 2 Reading
Attainment Target 3 Writing

Consult the English Programmes of Study and Attainment Targets, Levels 3-10 for relevant 
statements.

Cross-Curricular Themes

�Storyteller� should provide plenty of opportunities for cross curricular theme work. Cultural 
Heritage features particularly strongly throughout. EMU  is often relevant, in �The May Altar�, for 
example. Grief and bereavement are topics within Health Education which arise in �The May Altar�. 
Economic Awareness issues arise in several stories.

Folklore  Folktale  Legend  Storyteller/Seanchaí  Supernatural  Superstition/

Pisreog  Taboo/Geis  Irish Language  English Language  Local  International  

Imagination  Subconscious  Media  Communications  Cultural Heritage
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General Questions and Activities -   Apply to each programme.

� General class discussion on each story. The teacher might focus on �words and images�, 
and the relation between the two. What were the most effective parts of the story? How 
well do you think the story was told; how well do you think the story was depicted?

� Divide the class into groups of about six. Let one person in each group be the storyteller. 
Tell the story using words and body language only. Try to make it as frightening as 
possible. Then write a piece about �The strangest thing that ever happened to me� or �The 
most mysterious moment I ever had was...�

� Let the children imagine some weird or unusual incident. Divide the class into pairs: 
one talks about it, the other plays the part of a reporter from the television or the local 
newspaper. Then swap roles.

� Ask each child to write a short report on the story for the television or local paper.

� Ask people at home or in your neighbourhood if they know any ghost stories. Tell your 
story to the class. Have you any explanation for what happened?

� Are there any legends connected with your area?
- Historical Legends
- Local Legends
- Personal Legends
- Religious Legends
- Supernatural Legends

� Have a discussion about whether or not such things as ghosts, gnomes, fairies, banshees 
etc. really exist. What kind of evidence can the pupils give for their views?

� Some of the �Storyteller� Þ lms have unexpected endings. Ask the pupils to rewrite the 
story in their own words and give it a different ending, or to write their own �Tale of the 
Unexpected� with a surprise ending. Remember that magical and supernatural stories can 
have as unusual and fantastic endings as they can imagine.

� Provide short stories with surprise endings, e.g. the stories of O. Henry.

� The teacher might want to follow �Storyteller� up with other stories or poems dealing with 
the supernatural: e.g. �The Raven�, and other poems and stories by Edgar Alan Poe; �The 
Monkey�s Paw� by W.W. Jacobs; �The Legend of Sleepy Hollow� by Washington Irving.

� Ichabod Crane in �The Legend of Sleepy Hollow� was fascinated by tales of ghosts and 
spectres, listening to them at every opportunity. But he was really frightened by them. 
Have you ever read a book or seen a Þ lm that affects you like this?

But if there was a pleasure in all this, while snugly cuddling in the chimney corner of a 
chamber that was all of a ruddy glow from the crackling wood Þ re, it was dearly purchased 
by the terrors of his subsequent walk homewards.  What fearful shapes and shadows beset 
his path amidst the dim and ghastly glare of a snowy night!

Washington Irving The Legend of  Sleepy Hollow.
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� The quotations from the Ordnance Survey Memoirs seem to regard the traditions and 
folklore as ignorant peasant superstitions. Is this a fair and informed assessment, or does 
it display another kind of ignorance and intolerance on the part of the Memoir writer?

� Do the Ordnance Survey Memoirs for your area give any account of storytelling?  Are 
there any other local sources of evidence?

� Storytelling is a part of our oral tradition. How does the visual approach of television 
enhance the story and the drama? Discuss the effectiveness of the visual element. How 
successful is the narration technique together with the visual in �Storyteller�.

� Draw a picture with a banshee, fairy thorn, or some other such subject.
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